**FREQUENTLY...**
Who, what, why, when?
Find out the answers to our most frequently asked questions.

---

**LATEST NEWS**

1. **The Coca-Cola Christmas Truck Tour 2019: Find your nearest...**
   Date 12 Nov 2019

2. **Treasure Your River: Help us tackle litter in UK waterways**
   Date 16 Oct 2019

3. **Introducing a world-first: a Coke bottle made with...**
   Date 3 Oct 2019

4. **Sending plastic ‘Round in Circles’: Our new...**
   Date 23 Sep 2019

5. **Dare you taste the dark? Introducing our...**
   Date 17 Sep 2019

---

**STAFF PICKS**

Coca-Cola Journey team members share their favourite stories.

*Sean Kellett* Recommends
### Slam dunk for recycling:
How we’re using our brands to encourage people to recycle

**Emma Juner** Recommends

**A World Without Waste:** global sustainable packaging goal

**Liz Lowe** Recommends

**Ocean plastic:** addressing the problem and the steps the Coca-Cola system is taking towards a sustainable solution

**Charlotte Davies** Recommends

Katie Piper and Honest Organic get arty at GO! Organic Festival

**Rachael Stone** Recommends

Premier League and Coca-Cola Great Britain team up
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**Where Everyone Plays**
**Premier League and Coca-Cola Great Britain**

Premier League and Coca-Cola Great Britain’s new 3.5-year partnership has just kicked off. Here’s everything you need to know.

» DISCOVER MORE
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### FEATURED VIDEOS
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### SNAPSHOT

**TASTE THE FEELING ADVERTS**

Flick through some of the images from our Taste the Feeling campaign
What is the difference between Coca-Cola Zero Sugar and Diet Coke?

I’m looking for a particular flavour that doesn’t seem to be available any more – what happened?

Do Coca-Cola GB only make sparkling soft drinks?

Which is your bestselling brand, Coca-Cola Classic or Diet Coke?